
parents 

v. 

IN THE WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

by 

Petitioner, 

Due Process Hearing 
Docket No. 

----

KANAWHA COUNTY SCHOOLS, 

Local Education Agency. 

COMPLAINT AND REQUEST FOR DUE PROCESS HEARING 

COMES NOW, Petitioner, by�d 

("Parents"), and files this Complaint and Request for Due Process Hearing by an impartial 

hearing examiner on behalf of himself and all similarly situated Kanawha County Schools 

("KCS") students, pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1400 

et seq. ("IDEA"), the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq.,

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1974 ("Section 504"), 27 U.S.C. § 794, West Virginia 

Code'§ 18-20-1 et seq., and their respective implementing regulations. In support, Petitioner 

states the following: 

1. 

Virginia 

2. 

3. 

this action. 

I. PARTIES

-resides with his Parents at

-date of birth is- 2010.

West 

Parents have authorized counsel to bring this Complaint on-s behalf. 

- is a student in KCS and has been enrolled at KCS at all times relevant to



4. -is eligible for services under the IDEA and the West Virginia Code.

-is an individual with a disability under the ADA and Section 504.

5. Respondent, KCS, is the designated Local Education Authority ("LEA") and is

responsible for providing -special education pursuant to the IDEA and the West Virginia 

Code. Respondent is a public entity covered by the ADA and, as a recipient of federal funds 

from the United States Department of Education, is subject to Section 504. 

6. resides within the KCS district boundaries.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

7. - is an eight-year-old boy in the second grade. Among other things, he is a

visual learner and has significant academic skills in.reading and mathematics. He is also very 

imaginative and likes to play with his brother and sister. -enjoys learning and gets along 

well with other students. He also engages with adults at his school and follows directions well. 

8. Throughout his school years, -s parents have been actively engaged with

Respondent to help their son succeed in school academically and socially. Parents attempt to 

communicate regularly with-s teachers to ensure his academic success, monitor his 

progress at school, and work hard to help him succeed. At home, Parents report that

helps his brother with his math assignments and interacts positively and appropriately with other 

children. 

9. Although-is motivated to succeed in school and has many strengths, he

also experiences significant challenges, including behaviors related to his autism spectrum 

disorder and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity-Disorder ("ADHD"). 

10. With appropriate special education services, including behavioral supports

tailored to his strengths and needs,-can learn, make progress, and realize a bright future 
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in a general education classroom in his public school, which is the least restrictive and most 

integrated setting for him. 

11. Unfortunately, -has been denied appropriate special education services at

his public school and, as a result, is not making appropriate progress. Because of the inadequate 

special education services-is receiving, he will likely continue to make inadequate 

progress. 

12. -s situation is representative of many students with behavior support

needs within Respondent. Respondent fails to provide students with disabilities the specialized 

instruction and related services, including behavioral supports, needed to meet appropriately 

ambitious goals and challenging objectives in the least restrictive and most integrated setting. As 

a result, these students drop out at a high rate and experience repeated yet avoidable disciplinary 

sanctions, including in-school and out-of-school suspensions, undocumented "send homes," 

placement in alternative schools, expulsions, and referrals to law enforcement. Many students 

with behavioral support needs are pushed into segregated classrooms where they interact only 

with other students with disabilities, and where there is inadequate ( and sometimes no) 

instruction and inappropriate and ineffective efforts at behavior control. 

A. General Educational History

13. -attended preschool at Elementary School ('-

-") in KCS from 2014 until 2016. 

14. After he had exhibited some concerning behavior at preschool, Respondent first

evaluated for autism in October 2014, when he was four years old. The evaluation 

recommended that- participate in large- and small-group activities with peers to help 

improve his social and communication skills. 
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15. Later that school year, Respondent evaluated -for special education

eligibility. Respondent concluded that ■■-was not eligible for special education, but 

provided him occupational therapy ("OT") and placed him in a typical preschool classroom with 

a smaller class size. 

16. In May 2015, Parents provided Respondent a note from a pediatrician stating that

he had diagnosed llllllli with autism in September 2013. 

17. One week later, Respondent found-eligible for special education in the

area of"Developmental Delay." 

18. In September 2015, Respondent proposed an IEP retaining - in preschool

for the 2015-2016 school year rather than progressing to kindergarten, because of his deficits in 

adaptive social communication, -cognition, and motor skills. The IEP did not detail educational 

services or supports should receive while retained in preschool. 

19. Fallowing his pediatrician's diagnosis of autism, -s parents thought it

would be beneficial for him to receive services specifically designed to help a student with 

autism. Respondent disagreed, instead insisting- be placed in a self-contained general 

"behavioral" classroom. Despite the diagnosis, Respondent failed to recognize s 

particular needs related to his autism. As part of an evaluation in February 2016, Respondent 

observed - in his typical preschool classroom and noted that he demonstrated ease at 

separating from an adult, was willing to communicate, was able to stay with tasks, easily 

manipulated toys and puzzles, moved around the environment with ease, and ate independently, 

but needed repetition to follow directions. In March 2016, Parents retained an independent 

evaluator who found that he exhibited some behaviors consistent with autism, including 

spontaneous use of informal gestures but no use of descriptive gestures. 
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20. In April 2016, Respondent determined that-qualified for special

education, not as a child with autism but because he had an intellectual disability. Respondent 

proposed that -receive OT and speech therapy during his upcoming kindergarten school 

year. 

21. One month later,_ s team of teachers, therapists, and his mother

participated in an IEP meeting that concluded that - was eligible for special education 

services as a child with autism. After his parents provided a diagnosis and an independent 

evaluation, Respondent agreed to recognize for the first time -s autism diagnosis and 

provide him with services due to his autism. 

22. attended Elementary School (' ") in KCS for 

kindergarten during the 2016-2017 school year. In August 2016, on the third day of kindergarten, 

Respondent proposed an IEP that placed -in a segregated classroom with only other 

students with disabilities. Despite Parents' preference that he be placed in a general education 

classroom or autism classroom, Respondent insisted -should be in a self-contained 

"behavioral" class. This was the extent of the behavioral support-received during the 

school year. 

23. -returned to -for first grade for the 2017-2018 school year. In

August 2017, -provided -with an IEP that did not set ambitious goals for him, 

but merely highlighted-'s deficits and inability to complete work at grade level. There 

are no additional school records indicating-s progress during first grade or explaining 

Respondent's rationale for -•s segregated placement in second grade. 

B. Second Grade, 2018-2019

24. - is currently attending - for second grade.
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25. At the start of the school year, -was placed in a segregated, self-contained

special education classroom setting for students with intellectual disabilities, which Respondent 

called a "mild to moderate classroom," and later referred to as an Emotional Behavior Disorder 

("EBD") classroom. 

26. In September 2018, Respondent proposed an IEP stating that - "ha[d]

begun reintegration into the general education setting on a part-time basis, as determined by his 

progress and behaviors." Parents dispute whether "reintegration" has meaningfully begun; until 

recently, -spent all of his time in the EBD classroom, away from his peers without 

disabilities, except for several minutes at the beginning of the school day. -also began 

spending part of his day in a resource classroom which, like the EBD classroom, is not an 

inclusive setting. 

27. In October 2018, -received a one-day out-of-school suspension.

According to Respondent, -s teacher asked him to take out his reading book, which 

-did not want to do. He became frustrated and knocked over his desk. As a

consequence, lost a "Dojo point" which further upset him. Because it considered his 

actions a "safety concern," Respondent suspended-

28. The following day, -received another out-of-school suspension, this time

for two-and-a-half days. According to Respondent, -was in the library with his class for 

the book fair. The teacher told the students that whoever had money with them could shop 

before the other students. Since did not have money to shop, he got upset and began to 

cry. He stood up and knocked into a display and struck the table. -calmed down, but the 

library teacher still had him removed from the class. He was then suspended. 
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29. After this incident occurred, Respondent scheduled an IEP meeting for October

2018 but did not follow through, and the meeting did not take place. 

30. In November 2018,-was suspended again for one day. School staff

stated that - "refused to do any work" but did not offer context into why he was unwilling 
I 

to engage. Rather, his teacher sent him to the office twice because he ran around the room 

crying and breaking away from adults. Respo�dent claimed that - knocked over a chair 

and a trash can, then dashed out of the classroom to the office, where he was agitated and pulled 

off his shirt and yelled at the vice principal. Staff called -• s father to pick him up from 

school. 

31. Three days later, an administrator called-• s parents in an attempt to give

him another out-of-school suspension, this time for an incident in physical education class. 

According to Respondent,-was sitting in the back of the room sobbing. When the 

teacher approached, - grabbed the teacher. Another teacher entered the room and tried to 

send -to the office. -laid down on the floor and cried. His teacher forcibly 

picked him up and carried him to the office. Frustrated, - pulled off the teacher's glasses, 

but, within minutes, handed the glasses back to the teacher. continued screaming and 

crying. Because his Parents were not available to speak with the school regarding the proposed 

out-of-school suspension, staff instead placed-in an in-school suspension. 

32. Later that month, -refused to walk into the lunchroom because the

cafeteria was serving a food he disliked. He dropped to the ground; his teacher then got him to 

stand up and sent him to the office. After five minutes,-calmed down and then went 

into the principal's office where he hugged the principal and agreed to get a tray, eat his lunch, 

and go back to his classroom. 
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33. In December 2018, Respondent proposed an updated IEP for - that

maintained his placement in the EBD classroom. 

34. The next day, -recorded an incident where got upset because 

he did not bring money to spend at a holiday event called "Santa's Workshop." -calmed 

down, but the teacher still contacted the principal's office. Several minutes later agam 

became upset and overstimulated. In response, the teacher removed the other students from the 

room and brought - to the office where he eventually calmed down. 

35. Later in the day,-received a ten-day out-of-school suspension for

"aggressive behaviors." According to Respondent, as agitated because he could not 

participate in Santa's Workshop. His father stopped by the school to give him money to 

participate in the Workshop. When his father was getting ready to leave, -became upset 

because he wanted to go with him. He ran out of the office and administrative staff ran after 

him. When staff caught up with him, - did not want to come back to the school. Staff 

told Parents that they would hold a manifestation determination meeting to determine whether 

the "aggressive behaviors" for which -was suspended were related to his disability 

within ten days. Following the incident,-considered expelling -from school. 

-held a manifestation hearing and determined -•s behavior was a

manifestation of his disability which led to an IEP meeting and the initiation of a Functional

Behavior Assessment ("FBA").

36. The following week, the parties proposed revising-'s IEP. The same day,

Respondent ended-s OT services, stating that-no longer required the service to 

access education. 
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37. In February 2019, Respondent issued an FBA. The FBA stated that-was

in an EBD classroom and received "resource" services daily. Recommendations in the FBA 

were general and unspecific, simply listing items such as "continuing current interventions," 

"ensuring rewards," increasing time - is exposed to peer interactions, "setting realistic 

expectations," teaching- "to ask for breaks," providing-with a visual schedule, 

lirnitin& the use of verbal prompts, and using an alternative to out-of-school suspensions (but not 

indicating what that alternative should be). 

3 8. The following week, Respondent proposed an IEP which reiterated that -

was to be placed in a segregated special education setting, with his time split between the EBD 

classroom, where he has been since the beginning of the school year, and a resource classroom, 

both of which are only for students with disabilities. The IEP noted an improvement in 

-s ability to transition from one setting to another. since changing classrooms. Despite

the fact that transitions were flagged as the greatest area of difficulty for - the IEP only

cited one transition that resulted in aving a "meltdown."

39. At the end of March 2019, -s mother contacted his teacher with concerns

about the school's communications with Parents, including not receiving any information from 

the school about upcoming events, not receiving updates on how was doing, and finding 

work in his knapsack from two months earlier that his Parents were supposed to help him with. 

The teacher had said she did not check to see if-s work was getting home in order to 

"encourage independence." His mother relies on these communications from the school, and 

they are explicitly required by sIEP. 

40. Taken as a whole, 's IEPs have not provided him with a free and 

appropriate public education ("F APE"). 
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41. The goals set by Respondent for - are the same year after year. Academic

and behavioral goals in-' s current IEP ,are identical to those of his past IBPs. For

example, one of-s math goals in his 2018 IBP was copied verbatim from his 2017 IBP. 

The date was not even updated, so that the September 5, 2018 IBP erroneously had a math goal 

-was to achieve by August 2018. This is strong evidence that-'s IBPs are not

designed to produce progress. See Endrew F. v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 137 S. Ct. 988,

1000 (2017).

42. Over the years, -'s IBPs typically fail to provide strategies for achieving

his goals. For example, -s most recent IEP only identifies deficits that limit his progress 

in English Language Arts, math, speech-language development, and occupational skills. These . 

statements do not indicate strategies as to how -will attain his annual goals. See 34 

C.F.R. § 300.320(a).

43. Further, -'s goals are too often set inappropriately low for his skill level.

-has strong math skills: he is proficient in addition and subtraction and has progressed to

multiplication. However, his current math goal states that he will "be able to subtract numbers

up to 10 with 90% accuracy." This is not an ambitious goal for- 's goals

should be more closely tied to grade level content. But Respondent is not educating 

tandem with the general curriculum. Rather, Respondent is simply instructing him to repeat

exercises he has already mastered, such as identifying shapes.

44. s most recent evaluations were completed on April 15, 2015. These

evaluations were used to determine s eligibility and need for special education 

Ill 

placement. Thus, it has been four years since -s last evaluation and no reevaluation has 

been done within the proscribed three-year window upon which it is mandated. See WV Dep't 
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of Educ. Pol. 2419, Ch. 3, Sec. 2(B). Reevaluations are needed to help determine appropriately 

ambitious goals fo� and the specialized instruction, related services and supplementary 

aids and services he needs to meet those goals. 

45. Respondent has also failed to provide effective behavioral services and supports

for - The February 2019 FBA is not individualized t� and Respondent has not 

used data from the FBA to develop a behavior intervention plan ("BIP") or set appropriate IEP 

behavior goals for -· Instead of analyzing the specific triggers that cause-to 

engage in disruptive behavior and incorporating positive behavior reinforcements based on his 

strengths and interests, Respondent resorts too often to disciplining for behavior related 

to his disability, which further agitates him. But his IEP contains no effective plan for how to 

respond when-is agitated, or how to prevent his agitation by teaching him replacement 

behaviors or redirecting him. 

46. Respondent repeatedly fails to consider-s individualized needs and

incorporate appropriate services and supports which would allow him to make educational 

progress. Numerous reports and specialists have recommended that-be provided more 

opportunities for peer interactions. But s IEP does not indicate whether and how this 

will happen. 

47. Further,_s current IEP is not being adequately implemented. After an

IEP is written and an appropriate placement determined, the district is obligated to provide the 

student with the special education and related services listed in the IEP. 34 C.F.R. § 300.323(c). 

The failure to implement a material portion of the IEP amounts to a denial of a free and 

appropriate public education ("F APE"). Sumter Cty. Sch. Dist. 17 v. Heffernan, 642 F .3d 4 78 

(4th Cir. 2011). 
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48. There is hardly any instruction provided in s segregated special 

education "classroom." does not receive the specially designed instruction that is 

necessary in order for him to meet his annual goals. The failure to provide the specialized 

instruction prescribed in his IEP is a daily failure to implement his IEP. 

49. Respondent has not provided - a F APE in the least restrictive environment

("LRE"). is fully able to participate in a general education setting with appropriate 

supports. A general education classroom is the LRE for - Instead, - has been 

placed in various segregated settings where he receives no meaningful instruction or behavioral 

support. 

50. In addition to unnecessarily segregating - in separate classrooms only with

other students with disabilities, Respondent has inappropriately changed -s placement 

for disciplinary reasons. -has already served four out-of-school suspensions this school 

year, totaling over 14.5 days out of school. All out-of-school suspensions were in response to 

behaviors that resulted from -s disability, such as -becoming overwhelmed and 

upset when his father was leaving the school and running after him. With appropriate behavioral 

supports, the incidents leading to such suspensions could have been mitigated or avoided. Out

of-school suspension was not appropriate in the context of-'s behavior and disability and 

certainly not the LRE. Suspending- for attempting to extricate himself from a stressful 

situation is not an appropriate or constructive "disciplinary" action, given his disability. 

51. -'s IEP from the beginning of the 2018-2019 school year states the goal of

increasing his involvement in the general education classroom. Throughout the school year, 

Respondent documents several problematic incidents as justification for moving - into a 

more restrictive special education setting. At the same time, Respondent also ended -s 
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OT services which were intended to help him succeed in the educational setting. Respondent 

"talks the talk" of placing-in the LRE, but does not support this goal through its actions. 

52. has never received the special education he requires for a F APE. In

addition, -has not been educated with his nondisabled peers to the maximum extent 

appropriate. -is fully capable of being educated in a general education setting if 

appropriate specialized instruction and related services, including behavioral supports, are 

provided. 

53. Respondent systemically fails to provide appropriate specialized instruction and

related services to and other students who need behavioral supports, resulting in their 

academic failure, removal from general education settings, and being punished for avoidable 

behaviors that are manifestations of their disabilities. 

54. This systemic failure to provide appropriate behavioral supports to students who

need them prevents these students from receiving a F APE in the least restrictive and most 

integrated setting: the general education setting in their neighborhood schools. 

55. 

III. CLASS ALLEGATIONS

brings this Complaint on behalf of himself and similarly situated KCS 

students with disabilities who need behavioral supports but who are not receiving the special 

education services they need to receive a F APE in the least restrictive and most integrated 

setting. seeks relief individually and on behalf of other students to remedy violations of 

federal and state law. 

56. The class of students represented by -is so numerous that joinder of all

members is impracticable. In the 2015-2016 school year, 508 KCS students received special 

education as students with other health impairments ("OHI"). An additional 69 students were 

eligible as students with autism,_s eligibility category, and 90 other students were 
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eligible as students with "emotional disturbance," because they had mental health diagnoses 

similar to 's. Scores of these children have been segregated in separate classrooms 

where they only interact with other students with disabilities. Additionally, not all children who 

should have been identified as eligible for special education have been properly identified. The 

number of children who are not receiving a F APE in the least restrictive and most integrated 

setting may therefore be significantly higher. 1

57. There are questions of law and fact common to the class including, inter alia:

a. Whether Respondent is violating the IDEA by failing to provide -

and the class with the specialized instruction and related services they

need to receive a free and appropriate education in the LRE;

b. Whether Respondent is violating the ADA and Section 504 by failing to

provide educational services to -and the class in the most

integrated setting appropriate to their needs;

c. Whether Respondent is violating the ADA and Section 504 by denying

- and the class the opportunity to reach the same level of

achievement as other students;

d. Whether Respondent is violating the ADA and Section 504 by denying

d the class the benefits of services, programs, and activities of 

a public education, including by denying them the specialized instruction 

1 See, e.g., U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Servs., "Mental Health: A Report of the Surgeon 
General" (1999) (U.S. Surgeon General estimates that between 5% and 9% of children aged 9 to 
17 have "serious emotional disorders"), at

https://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/retrieve/ResourceMetadata/NNBBHS (last visited May 6, 2019). 
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and related services they need to receive a free and appropriate education; 

and 

e. Whether Respondent is violating the ADA and Section 504 by failing to

make reasonable modifications in its policies, practices, or procedures as

are necessary to avoid discrimination on the basis of disability.

58. -•s claims are typical of those of the class, allowing-to adequately

and fairly represent the interests of the class. llllllllwm fully and vigorously prosecute this 

action and is represented by attorneys experienced in federal class action litigation and special 

education and disability law. Individual members of the class would have difficulty pursuing 

their own claims or remedying systemic violations on their own. 

59. Respondent has acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to

-and to the class, thereby making the relief requested below appropriate with respect to

the class as a whole.

Count 1: 

IV. VIOLATIONS

Failure to Provide a Free Appropriate Public Education 

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1412(a)(l), § 
1412(a)(5); West Virginia Code§ 18-20-1 et seq. 

60. The IDEA, the West Virginia Code, and the rules promulgated by the West

Virginia Commissioner of Education and the State Board of Education require Respondent to 

guarantee certain rights to the parents of children with disabilities. 

61. Under the IDEA, the West Virginia Code, and their implementing regulations,

school districts in West Virginia must afford children with disabilities a F APE which is defined 

as "special education and related services that have been provided at public expense, under 

public supervision and direction, and without charge, meet the standard of the State Educational 

Agency, include an appropriate preschool, elementary, or secondary education in the State 
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involved, and are provided in conformity with the individualized education program required 

under ... this title." 42 U.S.C. § 1401(9). 

62. Endrew F v. Douglas Cty. Sch. Dist. RE-1, 13 7 S. Ct. 988 (2017), provided a new

and more demanding standard for what schools must do to adequately educate students with 

disabilities. This new standard requires that a school district must provide "an educational 

program reasonably calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate in the light of the 

child's circumstances." Id. at 1001. Every child with a disability must receive an "appropriately 

ambitious" education, with the chance to meet "challenging objectives." Id. at 1000. For most 

children, this means receiving instruction and services in the general education classroom, with 

students without disabilities. 'Id. at 995. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth 

Circuit has clarified that the Endrew standard must be met by public schools in West Virginia. 

See R.F v. Cecil Cty. Pub. Sch., 919 F.3d 237 (4th Cir. 2019). 

63. Respondent is denying -the specialized instruction and related services,

including behavioral supports, he needs to receive a F APE. 

64. As a result, is not performing at grade level, is not progressing at school, 

and is not being educated with his nondisabled peers to the maximum extent appropriate or in the 

LRE. 

65. The related services -requires, but is not receiving, include behavioral

supports, such as an effective FBA and BIP, so that he can make progress in his grade-level 

academic curriculum.2

2 The IDEA requires that the IEP team, in the case of a child whose behavior impedes the child's 
learning or that of others, consider the use of positive behavioral interventions and supports, and 
other strategies, to address that behavior. 34 C.F.R. § 300.530. 
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66. Moreover, Respondent has failed to implement even -s inadequate IEP.

He receives little to no instruction to assist him in meeting his IEP goals in his "Emotional 

Behavioral Disorder" classroom. 

67. Neither "the nature [n]or severity" of-s disability, 34 C.F.R. §

300.114(a)(2)(ii), requires or justifies 

other students with disabilities. 

s placement in a segregated classroom with only 

68. Respondent failed to follow required procedural safeguards, 20 U.S.C. § 1415(k),

when it suspended- sent him home early, and placed him in a segregated classroom. 

69. Respondent is denying the class of students with disabilities who need behavioral

supports the specialized instruction and related services they need to receive a F APE. 

70. As a result, KCS students with disabilities who need behavioral supports are not

performing at grade level, are not progressing at school, and are not being educated with their 

nondisabled peers to the maximum extent appropriate or in the LRE. 

Count II: 

71. 

Discrimination on the Basis of Disability 

Americans witlt Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12132; 
Section 504 of tlte Reltabilitation Act 29 U.S.C. § 794. 

is an individual with a disability within the meaning of the ADA and 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. -has an impairment that substantially limits 

major life activities, including learning and interacting with others. 

72. As a school-aged resident of Kanawha County, West Virginia,_ is

qualified to receive public educational services from Respondent. 34 C.F.R. § 104.3(1). 

73. Respondent is a recipient of federal financial assistance.

74. Respondent is intentionally, purposefully, and with deliberate indifference

discriminating against-in violation of the ADA and Section 504 by: 
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a. Denying the opportunity ''to reach the same level of

achievement" as other students, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(l)(iii);

b. Denying -"the benefits of services, programs, or activities" of a

public education, including by denying him the behavioral supports he

requir(?S to receive a FAPE, 28 C.F.R. § 35_.130(a); 34 C.F.R. §§ 104.4(b),

104.43(a);

c. Denying- educational services in the "most integrated setting"

appropriate to his needs, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130; 34 C.F.R. § 104.34(a); and

d. Failing to make reasonable modifications in its policies, practices, or

procedmes as are necessary to avoid discrimination on the basis of

disability, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(7); 34 C.F.R. § 104.44.

75. Respondent is intentionally, purposefully, and with deliberate indifference

discriminating against the class of students with disabilities who need behavioral supports, in 

violation of the ADA and Section 504, by: 

a. Denying them the opportunity "to reach the same level of achievement" as

other students, 28 C.F.R. § 130(b)(l)(iii);

b. Denying them "the benefits of services, programs, or activities" of a

public education, including by denying them the behavioral supports they

require to receive a FAPE, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(a); 34 C.F.R. §§ 104.4(b),

104.43(a);

c. Denying them educational services in the "most integrated setting"

appropriate to their needs, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130; 34 C.F.R. § 104.34(a); and
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d. Failing to make reasonable modifications in its policies, practices, or

procedures as are necessary to avoid discrimination on the basis of

disability, 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(7); 34 C.F.R. § 104.44.

V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

76. In the near term, pending the implementation of more appropriate policies and

systems district-wide, Petitioner 

him with the following relief: 

respectfully requests that Respondent provide 

a. Retain an independent behavior specialist, chosen by - to assist

Respondent in developing and implementing a new IEP for him, including

by conducting a comprehensive FBA and helping Respondent develop and

implement an individualized BIP for -· The BIP should identify

the direct behavioral interventions that - will receive, and that

teachers, other school staff, and Parents will be trained to implement. All

members of the IEP team should participate in the assessment of

-s strengths and needs, as part of developing the plans.

b. Retain an independent educational evaluator, chosen by - to assist

Respondent in developing and implementing a new IEP for

including by developing a comprehensive psychoeducational assessment

and helping Respondent develop and implement individualized academic

goals and the specially designed instruction and related services needed to

provide -with F APE. The independent evaluation will identify the

academic interventions that -will receive, and that teachers, other

school staff, and Parents will be trained to implement. All members of the
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IEP should participate in the assessment of 

as part of developing the plan. 

s strengths and needs, 

c. Retain an independent occupational therapist, chosen by - to assist

Respondent in developing and implementing a new IEP for ,

including by evaluating-s need for OT services. The independent

evaluation will determine whether-needs OT services, and will

make recommendations as to the frequency, location, and intensity of

those services.

d. Implement -s revised IEP in a general education setting in a

"neighborhood" public school of-s choice;

e. Provide -with compensatory education services in the form of

intensive remediation for reading, written expression, and math.

77. In addition to the immediate personal relief requested above,-requests on

behalf of himself and the class that Respondent develop and implement effective systems to: 

a. Provide students with disabilities who need behavioral supports the

specialized instruction and related services they require to receive a F APE

in the least restrictive and most integrated setting, including by providing

direct behavioral interventions to students, teacher coaching and training,

parent coaching and training, and coordinating with non-school providers;

b. Identify students with disabilities who need behavioral supports to receive

aFAPE;

c. Provide compensatory education to remedy Respondent's past violations

of law;
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d. Provide necessary training to school administrators and staff to effectuate

the above; and 

e. Provide additional relief as appropriate.

Respectfully submitted, 

Erin Snyder (WV Bar ID No. 12596) 
Disability Rights West Virginia 
1207 Quarrier Street, Ste 400 
Charleston, WV 25301-1845 

/s/ Michael Farris 
Michael Faris (IL Bar ID No. 6204179) 
Latham & Watkins LLP 
330 N. Wabash Ave., Suite 2800 
Chicago, IL 60611 
(Pending admission pro hac vice) 

Isl Lewis Bossing 
Isl Maura Klugman 

Lewis Bossing (DC Bar No. 984609) 
Maura Klugman (NY Bar No. 4695623)) 
Judge David L. Bazelon Center for Mental Health 
Law 
1101 15th Street NW, Suite 1212 
Washington, DC 20005 
(Pending admission pro hac vice) 

Isl Shira Wakschlag 
Shira Wakschlag (DC Bar No. 1025737) 
The Arc of the United States 
1825 K Street NW, Suite 1200 
Washington, DC 20006 
(Pending admission pro hac vice) 

Attorneys for Petitioner 
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